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Abstract—In this paper, a bidirectional boost converter operated in Discontinuous Conduction Mode (DCM) is presented as a suitable power conditioning circuit for tuning of kinetic energy harvesters without the need of a battery. A nonlinear control scheme, composed by two linear controllers, is used to control the average value of the input current, enabling the synthesisization of complex loads. The converter, along with the control system, is validated through SPICE simulations using the LTspice tool. The converter model and the controller transfer functions are derived. From the simulation results, it was found that the input current distortion increases with the introduced phase shift and that, such distortion, is almost entirely present at the zero-crossing point of the input voltage.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ENERGY HARVESTING (EH) has played an important role in a huge number of low-power applications, such as: Internet of Things (IoT) [1], [2], Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) [3], among others, due to the advantages related to the extraction of the energy in the environment, which imply cost and complexity reduction, and the possibility to deploy large amount of nodes without concerning about maintenance issues. Also, the need to obtain information from hard-to-reach environments has increased in the interest in this area.

Although EH presents great advantages in many different engineering scenarios, some challenges, such as the limited bandwidth of the harvesters [4], reduce the output power when the input mechanical force fluctuates [5], making EH applications only suitable for very steady vibration patterns.

Some attempts to increase the bandwidth and power output of kinetic energy harvesters have been made from different areas. For example, the use of nonlinear piezoelectric materials have shown an increase in the harvester bandwidth [6], the implementation of complex structures [7] and electrical tuning, which implements a complex load impedance at the output port of the harvester [4], [8]–[10]. A problem of some of these attempts is the need of batteries, reducing the impact and possible applications of such systems.

In this paper, a batteryless power conditioning system able to perform electrical tuning of kinetic energy harvesters is presented. This system is based on the boost topology. The modeling of the converter and design of the control system is also presented. Verification of the power and control stage is achieved through SPICE simulations.
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II. POWER CONDITIONING SYSTEM

The proposed power conditioning system is introduced in Fig. 1, where the schematic of the power converter is shown along with the control system block diagram. The positive and negative part blocks perform a conditioning of the measured current signal, taking only the positive or negative part of the signal, respectively, and passing it to each controller. Each controller compares the measured current signal with a reference \(v_{\text{ref}}^+\) and \(v_{\text{ref}}^-\) and, according to the difference of those variables with the averaged current signal, drives a PWM module. Should be noted that each controller takes over the boost converter in different intervals of the current signal, one controls the current for positive values (sinking operation) while the other one for negative values (sourcing operation).

A. System Operation

Given that most kinetic energy harvesters produce a sinusoidal output voltage, a bidirectional current flow is imperative to tune an energy harvester. This functionality is achieved by the proposed converter using the intrinsic body diodes of the MOSFETs M1 and M2 and switching each MOSFET when a specific current direction is desired. When a current direction from the harvester to the load is needed, called as sinking operation, M1 is controlled by one of the PWM blocks while M2 remains off. This operation mode is the normal operation of the boost converter, given that the inductor current is transferred to the load by the intrinsic body diode of M2. Conversely, when a current from the load to the source...
The model presented in (1) and (2) is a large-signal nonlinear model. In order to obtain a linear relationship between the input current ($i_{in}$) and the duty cycle ($d$), the jacobian matrix is used. This leads to the small signal model presented in (3)-(5).

$$A_{sink} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{2}{\frac{dV_{out}}{dt}} \left(1 - \frac{V_{out}}{V_{in}}\right) & \frac{D}{L} - \frac{2\frac{dI_{sink}}{dt}}{D} \\ \end{bmatrix}$$

$$B_{sink} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{2}{\frac{dV_{out}}{dt}} \left(I_L + \frac{V_{out}}{V_{in}} \frac{d^2I_{sink}}{dt^2}\right) & \frac{D}{L} - \frac{2\frac{dI_{sink}}{dt}}{D} \\ \end{bmatrix}$$

$$C_{sink} = [1 \ 0] \quad D_{sink} = [0 \ 0]$$

Assuming a duty cycle and an input voltage equal to 0.7 and 5 V, respectively, and $R = 10 \, \text{k}\Omega$, $C = 4 \, \text{mF}$ and $L = 8 \, \mu\text{H}$, the evaluation of the matrices in (3) and (4) are presented in (6) and (7). This system, under such conditions, presents two poles at $-11.1091 \cdot 10^6 \text{rad/s}$ and $-50.321 \cdot 10^{-3} \text{rad/s}$ and one zero at $-0.05 \text{rad/s}$.

$$A_{sink} = \begin{bmatrix} -11.1091 \cdot 10^6 & -1.125 \cdot 10^3 \\ 250 & -25 \cdot 10^{-3} \end{bmatrix}$$

$$B_{sink} = \begin{bmatrix} 98.455 \cdot 10^6 \\ -2.187 \cdot 10^3 \end{bmatrix}$$

C. Model under Sourcing Operation

The converter under sourcing operation (negative inductor current) is presented in Fig. 3. The operation under this mode differs from the sinking mode only in the input and output ports. Therefore, the inductor voltages and capacitor currents are the same but appear at different times inside the switching period. For example, during the interval $0 \leq t \leq DT_{sink}$, $M_2$ is turned on, making the voltage on the inductor equal to the difference between the input and output voltages, instead of being equal to the input voltage.

Under this mode of operation, the converter presents the large signal model shown in (8) and (9). Given that the current would be obtained from the stored charge in the capacitor, the system does not have a different equilibrium point than zero. Therefore, an output voltage equal to 6 V is assumed. This leads to the small signal model presented in (10)-(12).

$$L \frac{di_{sink}}{dt} = \frac{2L}{\frac{dV_{out}}{dt}} \left(1 - \frac{V_{out}}{V_{in}}\right) + \frac{D}{L} - \frac{2\frac{dI_{sink}}{dt}}{D}$$

$$C \frac{dv_{out}}{dt} = i_{sink} - \frac{d^2I_{sink}}{dt^2} - \frac{V_{out}}{R}$$

$$A_{source} = \begin{bmatrix} -714.28 \cdot 10^3 & -612.5 \cdot 10^3 \\ 0 & -153.15 \end{bmatrix}$$

$$B_{source} = \begin{bmatrix} -1.5 \cdot 10^6 \\ -437.5 \end{bmatrix}$$

$$C_{source} = [1 \ 0] \quad D_{source} = [0 \ 0]$$

The system shown in (10)-(12) presents two poles located at $-714.285 \cdot 10^3 \text{rad/s}$ and $-153.15$. Also, the system has a Right Half Plane Zero (RHPZ) ubicated at 25.49. This RHPZ is due to the discharge of the output capacitor during sourcing operation and, in terms of the control design, limits the bandwidth of the control loop and presents undershoot in the step response of the system [12].

In order to avoid the problems presented by the RHPZ, the assumption that the output voltage does not have a significant change is used. This implies that the output capacitor must
TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTROLLER PARAMETERS</th>
<th>$G_{c0}$</th>
<th>$\omega_p1$</th>
<th>$\omega_p2$</th>
<th>$\omega_p3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sinking Controller</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>19055.532 rad/s</td>
<td>80120.13 rad/s</td>
<td>62.831 rad/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sourcing Controller</td>
<td>−200</td>
<td>16792.181 rad/s</td>
<td>83676.24 rad/s</td>
<td>62.832 rad/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

be large enough and the current given to the source must be small, which, in most of the energy harvesting applications, holds for the time when the sourcing operation is maintained. The use of this approximation, and the previous parameters, lead to the model shown in (13), which neglects the dynamics of the output port of the system.

$$A_{source} = [-714.28 \cdot 10^3] \quad B_{source} = [-1.5 \cdot 10^6] \quad (13)$$

III. CONTROLLER DESIGN

The controllers needed to maintain operation of the converter are designed using frequency domain techniques. Given that the converter is built to operate as an energy harvester, which must extract the maximum power available from a mechanical system, the converter must be able to follow AC current signals between 10 Hz and 1 kHz of frequency. Therefore, average current control and a loop gain crossover frequency of 10 kHz is selected. Furthermore, and with the aim to maintain a fast system response and low overshoot, a Q equal to 0.7 is also selected. A current sensor and PWM gain are selected to be 0.5 kΩ ($R_f$) and 0.25, respectively.

From the previous parameters, the selected transfer function for the controllers in sinking and sourcing operation is presented in (14). Also, the bode plots of both controllers are presented in Fig. 4, where the controller parameters are presented in Table I. Should be noted that the main difference between the controllers is the sign of the mid-band gain ($G_{c0}$).

$$G_c = G_{c0} \frac{1}{\left(1 + \frac{s}{\omega_p1}\right) \left(1 + \frac{s}{\omega_p2}\right) \left(1 + \frac{s}{\omega_p3}\right)} \quad (14)$$

IV. RESULTS

The boost converter, along with the control system, was simulated using the Ltspice tool from Linear Technology. A NVC rectifier [13], [14] is placed between the source and the input port of the converter. The effect of such circuit was not taken into account in the derivation of the reference current waveforms.

The system was tested with a 5 V DC input source and with a 5 V amplitude, 1 kHz sine wave. A 50 kHz switching frequency was selected. Under both conditions, a reference voltage ($R_f i_{ref}$) with a 5 mV amplitude and 1 kHz frequency was applied to the control system. In order to test if the system was able to perform a synthesisization of complex loads, a phase shift of $-30, -60$ and $-90$ degrees was introduced within the voltage reference. Furthermore, the initial condition for the output capacitor was set to 10 V, thus neglecting the start-up CCM dynamics of the converter.

The results from the system simulation are presented in figure, where the waveforms of the instantaneous and averaged input current are presented. Furthermore, the computation
Fig. 5 Simulation results for (a) 0 degrees phase shift, (b) 30 degrees phase shift, (c) 60 degrees phase shift and (d) 90 degrees phase shift

### TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase Shift</th>
<th>THD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0°</td>
<td>491.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30°</td>
<td>521.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60°</td>
<td>575.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90°</td>
<td>539%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) of the averaged input current waveforms was computed, and is presented in and Table I. In figure, the red waveform is the simulated inductor current, the blue waveform is the average of the inductor current along each switching period and the green dashed waveform is the input voltage. This green waveform was presented as a reference with the aim to visualize the introduced phase shift. Should be noted that the axis corresponding to the red waveform are placed at the left part of Figs. 5a-5d, while the ones related to the blue waveform are placed on the right part of the figures. It is evident, from Figs. 5b-5d and Table I that, as the phase shift increases, the distortion of the averaged inductor waveform also increases. This distortion is mainly present when the voltage waveform crosses 0 V. However, the phase shift between the input voltage and the inductor current is clearly established. This distortion, and a higher converter bandwidth, might be achieved by using CPM converter operation.

## V. Conclusion

In this paper, a bidirectional boost converter was presented as a power conditioning system for batteryless energy harvesting applications. Additionally, the following of a reference by the average inductor current (input current of the converter) was achieved using a control system composed by two linear controllers. The system was corroborated using spice simulation. It was found that, as the phase shift is increased in the reference current, the distortion of the averaged current waveform also increases. It is found that this distortion appears mostly when the input voltage change its polarity.
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